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ROLOVISION
Born with a simple idea in mind, to cut the bullshit...
Too often the team of a project is taken advantage of by solicitors in telegram claiming to be able
to help the project only to run off with their money leaving them high and dry.
Through years of experience and accumulation, we designed a database that you can now access.
Starting with a direct service bot then a transition to a full service platform, you will be able to
connect directly with everything needed to make your project a success.
By making all services readily available and providing a safe and secure transaction with full
transparency, everyone wins. Except the scammers...they lose

ROLODEX BOT
1. Find

Use the simple process to connect, pay, and receive service
from our elite providers

Open bot and browse for needed provider

2. Request & Pay
Selected provider and send request followed by
payment to escrow wallet

3. Service
Provider completes work with 2 way messaging
unlocked

4. Disbursement
Funds disbursed to provider

TOKENOMICS
3%

3%

1.25%

0.75%

Marketing

Development

Liquidity

Shuna Inuverse

Extra 6% added to sells
within 48 hours of launch

Extra 6% added to sells
within 48 hours of launch

Auto liquidity is injected
into the pool

Launchpad and long term
partners.

100 Million Total Supply

ROAD MAP PHASES
1. Rolodex will be the top resource for hiring
and collaborating with elite providers used by
1. Launch of Rolodex premium features

the majority of top influencers, developers,

2. Dev wars, Provider score board, All

artists, and other industry providers

Star Team voting with project launch

2. Partnerships with crypto and non crypto top

by community voted teams

corporations

3. 300+ elite service providers using

3. Rolodex used for staffing Blue-chip projects

Rolodex

4. Crowd funding platform

4. Community growth to 10K members
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5. Rolodex NFTs

1. Rolodex Token launch
2. CG/CMC listing, Dex trending, major
marketing
3. Onboarding of initially selected
providers to Rolodex
4. Launch Rolodex Bot within 7 days of
token launch
5. 200 elite providers using Rolodex

5. Collaboration platform to build your perfect
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team
6. Whale tank

1. Further platform development with
expanded premium features
2. Continued successful launches by
community voted All Star team
3. Rolodex platform to go live
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PARTNERSHIPS
Working Together To Make Rolodex Great!

CoinMerge

Adrenaline

Shuna Inuverse

DeFiant

MORE TO BE ANNOUNCED...

MemeCoin Universe

PREMIUM FEATURES
Collab Platform:

Collaborate with other professionals and community members to build your
perfect team.

Crowdfunding Platform:

Submit your project to be reviewed by community members and investment
groups for the opportunity to meet your funding goals.

Whale Tank:

There will be shark tank style show we plan to air on youtube and other
streaming services with the ultimate goal to bring it to television. Project
owners will get the opportunity to pitch their project in front of our panel of
whales.

All-Star Team:

The community will be able to vote for All-Star teams comprised of the top
providers in their respective category. Rolodex holders will have the ability to
be whitelisted. These projects will all have a tax to buyback and burn Rolodex.
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